Abstract Streaming multimedia data on best-effort networks such as the Internet requires measures against bandwidth fluctuations and frame loss. Multiple Description Coding (MDC) methods are used to overcome the jitter and delay problems arising from frame losses by making the transmitted data more error resilient. Meanwhile, varying characteristics of receiving devices require adaptation of video data. Data transmission in multiple descriptions provides the feasibility of receiving it partially and hence having a scalable and adaptive video. In this paper, a new method based on integrating MDC and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) scalable video coding algorithms is proposed. Our method introduces a transform on data to permit transmitting them using independent descriptions. Our results indicate that on average 1.71dB reduction in terms of Y-PSNR occurs if only one description is received.
Introduction
With the steady increase in the Internet access bandwidth, increasingly more applications utilize streaming audio and video contents [27] . This trend has been further intensified by the appearance of small, powerful hand-held terminals (such as mobile phones, iPods, and tablet PCs) in the market. In streaming video applications, the servers normally have to serve a large number of users with different screen resolutions and network bandwidth and processing capabilities. Hence, an encoding method that makes use of a single encoded data for all types of bandwidth channels and displaying device capacities is of remarkable significance in multimedia applications. Scalable Video Coding (SVC) schemes are intended to be a solution for the Internet heterogeneity and receiving devices diversity problem by encoding the data at the highest quality but enabling the receiver to utilize it partially depending on its screen, memory, or processing capabilities, or the available bandwidth [15, 19, 26] . However, communication networks offer channels with varying bandwidth [8, 15] which together with the higher rate of frame loss or corruption in wireless networks becomes a complicated issue for video streaming. On the other hand, the main drawback of the currently available scalable video coding methods is that they are not suitable for non-reliable environments with a high rate of frame loss or corruption. This problem stems from the fact that the SVC methods are based on the MotionCompensated Temporal Filtering (MCTF) scheme [11] where the frames are coded as the difference with a (generally prior) reference frame. In case of a reference frame loss or corruption, the whole chain of the motion compensated frames which depend on this reference frame becomes unrecoverable. To increase the error resilience of the video coding schemes, Multiple Description Coding (MDC) methods were introduced [12, 22, 25] . These methods improve the error resilience of the video by adding redundancy to the encoded data. In case a frame is lost or corrupted, redundancy is used to replace it with an estimated frame. Some researchers have considered the frame loss problem and have not addressed the scalability issue. Franchi et al. proposed a method to send a video by utilizing independent multiple descriptions. However, their method does not combine scalability features with multiple description coding and therefore does not deal with the bandwidth variation problem [10] . The combination of scalable video coding methods and multiple description coding has been addressed by some researchers recently [3, 15, 19] . In the proposed approaches the video data is partitioned into disjoint sets such as the group of odd and even frames in temporal MDC. These approaches take advantage of the correlation between the adjacent data items for estimating the lost data. However, when considering the signal-to-noise-ratio scalability, the assumption of correlated data is not valid, because the bits composing a pixel value cannot be interpolated from each other. An intuitive example is putting the more significant bits of a pixel value in one description and less significant bits in another one. The more significant bits cannot be estimated from the less significant bits in case that they are lost during the transmission. In this study, we propose a method which aims at expressing SNR scalable video coding scheme by multiple equivalent descriptions. In order to achieve this aim, we propose a transform which allows the data bits to have a contribution in each description. In this way, each description besides to conveying the most basic part of data values, is capable of refining the basic part of data. Our proposed method falls into the class of methods which combine MDC with SVC schemes. Our results indicate that on average 1.71dB reduction in terms of Y-PSNR occurs if only one description is received. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the main multiple description coding methods. Section 3 describes the details of our proposed method. In Section 4, we introduce the theoretical base of our performance evaluation method and provide the experimental results and finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.
MDC-based video coding techniques
Multiple descriptions have attracted a lot of attention as an error resilient way of encoding and communicating visual information over lossy packet networks. A multiple description coder divides the video data into several bit-streams called descriptions which are subsequently transmitted separately over the network. All descriptions are equally important and each description can be decoded independently from other descriptions which means that the loss of some of these descriptions does not affect decoding of the others. The accuracy of the decoded video depends on the number of received descriptions. Figure 1 depicts the basic framework for a multiple description encoder/decoder with two descriptions. In case of a failure in one of the channels, the output signal is recovered from the other description only. Descriptions are defined by constructing P non-empty sets summing up to the original signal f. Each set in this definition corresponds to one description. The sets however, are not necessarily disjoint. A signal sample may appear in more than one set to increase error resilience property of the video. Repeating a signal sample in multiple descriptions is also a way for assigning higher importance to some parts/signals of the video. The more a signal sample is repeated the more reliably it is transmitted over the network. The duplicate signal values increase the redundancy which results in a subsequent increase in the data size and reduced efficiency. Designing descriptions as partition, does not necessarily mean that there will be no redundancy in the data. In fact, designing the descriptions as partitions prevents extra bits to be added to the original data for error resilience but still a redundancy in the form of reduced coding efficiency exits. In case of a data loss, the correlation between the spatially or temporally close data can be used for estimating the lost bits. The estimation process is commonly referred -Multi-layer MDC schemes partition the video into one base layer and one or several enhancement layers [5] . The base layer can be decoded independently from enhancement layers but it provides only the minimum spatial, temporal, or signal-to-noise ratio quality. The enhancement layers are not independently decodable. An enhancement layer improves the decoded video obtained from the base layer. MDC schemes based on multi-layers puts the base layer together with one of the enhancement layers at each description. This helps to partially recover the video when data from one or some of the descriptions are lost or corrupted. Repeating base layer bits in each description is the overhead added for a better error resilience. In [1] the authors propose to generate multiple scalable descriptions from a single SVC bit-stream by mapping scalability layers of different frames to different descriptions. Their scheme is intended for Peerto-Peer (P2P) streaming over multiple multicast trees and features several encoding parameters, such as base layer rate of descriptions and overall redundancy, to optimize for mean rate-distortion performance of each description received over a packet loss network, range of extraction points of the SVC stream, and overall redundancy of their MDC scheme. In [9] the SVC is combined with MDC schemes, by sub-sampling in both horizontal and vertical directions which yields four subsequences. The authors use two approaches to combine the subsequences into two descriptions. In the first approach, each description is encoded by predicting one subsequence from the other using the inter layer prediction tools. The second approach exploits the redundancy between the subsequence with the hierarchical dyadic B frame prediction algorithm. The authors in [17] present a solution for the differences in the types of delivered services in H.264-based SVC combined with MDC by using optimization and control strategies. In [18] an algorithm is proposed to control the mismatch between the prediction loops at the encoder and decoder in MDC with motioncompensated predictions. They consider three cases when both descriptions received or either of the single descriptions is received. -Forward Error Correction (FEC)-based MDC methods assume that the video is originally defined in a multi-resolution manner [16, 23] . This means if we have M levels of quality, each one is adding to the fidelity of the video with respect to the original one. This concept is similar to the multi-layer video coding method used by FGS scheme. The main difference, however, is that there exists a mandatory order in applying the enhancements. In other words, it is sensitive to the position of the losses in the bitstream, e.g., a loss early in the bitstream can render the rest of the bitstream useless to the decoder. FEC-based MDCs aim to develop the desired feature that the delivered quality become dependent only on the fraction of packets delivered reliably. One method to achieve this is Reed Solomon block codes. Mohr et al. [14] used Unequal Loss Protection (ULP) to protect video data against packet loss. ULP is a system that combines a progressive source coder with a cascade of Reed Solomon codes to generate an encoding that is progressive in the number of descriptions received, regardless of their identity or order of arrival. In [28] a 2-D layered multiple description coding (2DL-MDC) for error-resilient video transmission over unreliable networks is used which encodes each group of pictures (GOP) using the SVC extension of H.264 into sub-streams. First dimension of encoding uses temporal scalability while the second dimension uses SNR scalability. Assuming that the temporal scalability takes priority over the SNR scalability, they put the base layer sub-streams in one group and the rest of the sub-streams in the other one and use FEC with ULP at each group. The first x packets from the first group and y packets from the second group are gathered in description one and the rest in description two. In [13] the authors combine SVC with MDC for video multicasting over P2P networks. Their proposed method uses one base layer and two enhancement layers for SVC. They use FEC with ULP to assign a higher priority to the base layer. The main disadvantage of the FEC-based methods is the overhead added by the insertion of error correction codes. -Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)-based video coding methods are convenient for applying multiple description coding. In the most basic method, wavelet coefficients are partitioned into maximally separated sets, and packetized so that simple error concealment methods can produce good estimates of the lost data [3, 7, 20, 21, 29] . More efficient methods utilize MCTF which is aimed at removing the temporal redundancies of video sequences. In [4] MDC-SVC based on MCTF and 2D DWT is used for video streaming over P2P networks. The receiving peer can measure the channel conditions such as the packet loss rate and bandwidth of each sending peer's path in each GOP period and then calculates the optimal encoder parameters for that GOP through a post-encoding procedure. The resultant encoding parameters are sent to the sending peers through the feedback control channels. Also in [2] an adaptive P2P video streaming system with a flexible multiple description coding (F-MDC) framework is proposed, so that the number of base and enhancement descriptions, and the rate and redundancy level of each description can be adapted. They combine their F-MDC framework with SVC by using JPEG2000 based T+2D DWT which lets them truncate each code-block at any point of bit-plane codes. -If a video signal f is defined over a domain D, then the domain can be expressed as a collection of sub-domains {S1;..;Sn} where the union of these sub-domains is a cover of domain D. Besides, a corrupt sample can be replaced by an estimated value using the correlation between the neighboring signal samples. Therefore, the sub-domains should be designed in a way that the correlation between the samples is preserved. Domain-based multiple description schemes are based on partitioning the signal domain. Each partition, which is a sub-sampled version of the signal, defines a description. Chang and Sang [5] utilize the even-odd splitting of the coded speech samples. For images, Tillo et al. [20] propose splitting the image into four sub-sampled versions prior to JPEG encoding. There, domain partitioning is performed first, followed by discrete cosine transform, quantization and entropy coding. The main challenge in domain-based multiple description methods is designing sub-domains so that the minimum distance between values inside a domain (inter-domain distance) is maximized while preserving the auto-correlation of the signal.
Our proposed method falls into the group of multi-layer MDC schemes. We have proposed a transform to minimize the base layer size which is the main source of redundancy in these schemes. The proposed method allows us to split the video data into two descriptions although the method can be extended to 4, 8, and more descriptions by repeatedly applying the transform on the data.
Our proposed method
Our proposed method involves splitting video into two descriptions each representing video in a lower quality. In our previous work [6] , we split each frame of the video spatially into four descriptions. In case of loss or damage in one of the descriptions we estimated the missing data from the remaining descriptions. The data belonging to one of the descriptions is not repeated in other descriptions and the redundancy introduced was in the form of inefficiency in motion compensation. We used the correlation between the adjacent pixels to estimate the missing data. Expressing SNR scalability however, is not feasible using the same method. The bits representing a pixel value do not show any correlation with each other. In SNR scalable video coding techniques, the video is split into two or more layers where the first layer, called the base layer, includes the most essential information and the remaining layers, called enhancement layers, improve the base layer data. The main drawback of these techniques is that the enhancement layers cannot be used whenever the base layer is damaged or lost. This means that when SNR scalability techniques are combined with MDC methods the base layer should be repeated in all descriptions which introduces a large redundancy and cause a decrease in bit rate efficiency. A second problem is that the importance levels of the enhancement layers are not the same. This characteristic arises from the fact that bits at different positions convey different values. Hence, descriptions with equal importance cannot be defined by simply distributing the bits between the descriptions. The solution proposed here defines the base layer in a way that each bit has a contribution in it. Figure 2 depicts the block diagram of our proposed method. The left side blocks refer to the MCTF video encoding where ME/MC indicate motion estimation/motion compensation, DCT is the discrete cosine transform, and Q refers to the quantization step. The right side blocks show the MDC coder proposed in our paper, and variable length coder (VLC). The output of our transform is sent to variable length coder where the descriptions are created. The process indicated by Description Encoder in the block diagram of Fig. 2 gets as input the quantized coefficients of the cosine transform and splits them into two descriptions. We propose a transform τ (.) to create the descriptions as specified in (1) where A is the original data, and B 1 and B 2 are the data transmitted in each description.
The inverse of this transform reconstructs the original data value as indicated by (2) . Hence in case of a damage or loss in one these descriptions, we should be able to reconstruct the original value partially as expressed in (3) .
The error threshold value is determined by a tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy as described below. The proposed transform creates a base layer and an enhancement layer parts for each description. The base layer is repeated in both descriptions and hence introduces a redundancy to the coding. Each description D i therefore can be given as:
where a is the base layer, b is the enhancement layer, and is the operation of combining data from these layers. It should be noted that the reconstruction error rate in presence of damage or loss in one of the descriptions depends on the amount of information present in the enhancement layers. Hence a smaller enhancement layer tends to increase the accuracy. On the other hand, a smaller enhancement layer results in a large base layer which will increase the data redundancy. We have considered the following metrics in designing our transform: -To minimize the redundancy, the base layer size should be minimized, -Reconstruction error using the base layer only, should be minimized, -The enhancement layer data size should be a function of the transmitted value.
The last item in the list above is the result of the observation that most of the quantized values are small numbers. Since enhancement layer data in split between the descriptions, reconstruction with one description only results in a large error when the base layer is small. Hence, we prefer an adaptive enhancement layer which grows with increasing data values. The above-mentioned metrics can be expressed mathematically as shown in (4) and (5):
where τ (.) is the intended transform, τ B (.) is the base layer after the transform, τ Ei (.) is the enhancement layer i after applying the transform, and τ −1 (.) is the inverse transform. Figures 3 and 4 depict the reconstruction error using the base layer only, and the reconstruction error using one description only, for an inverse quadratic and logarithmic functions respectively. We have used the proposed method with inverse-quadratic and logarithmic functions as transforms. Then we reconstructed the encoded value using different cases when one or both descriptions are received. The figures serve to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in terms of the generated error.
In designing the transform we considered the issue of minimizing the reconstruction error for all cases of reconstruction using one description only, reconstruction using base layer only. The last case arises when the channels used for transmission of the descriptions suffer from the limited bandwidth problem and a down-scaled (6):
where Coef is the quantized DCT coefficients of the macro-blocks Fig. 2 . The fraction part after applying the transform is divided into two parts and used as enhancements to the base layer data. The enhancement layer bits are coded separately. This feature provides the multi-layer scalability characteristic for each description. The Transformed Base Layer Reconstructed using the Base Layer Original Data Reconstruction using the second Description Reconstruction using the first Description descriptions go through entropy coding later on, so that each layer present in the descriptions is entropy coded separately.
In the following discussions we labeled the descriptions as D1 and D2. The fraction bits at position 2 −1 and 2 −4 are packed and entropy coded at the enhancement layers of D1 and the fraction bits at position 2 −2 and 2 −3 are packed and entropy coded at the enhancement layers of D2, respectively. In this way, we tried to balance the bit rate and accuracy of both descriptions. Algorithm 1 describes the reconstruction of the video when both descriptions are received or in case of failure in one of the descriptions. The proposed method provides the possibility of ignoring one or both enhancement layers data in each description in case of communication bandwidth restrictions. This scalability feature when the reconstruction is carried out using the base layer only, has not been considered in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Reconstructing video
2 ) else {Both Descriptions are received}
2 ) end if
Experimental results
For evaluating the performance of our proposed method, we have considered measuring Peak Signal to Noise Ratio of the Y component of YcbCr color space from the macro-blocks (Y-PSNR). Equations (7) and (8) describe PSNR used in our implementation mathematically.
PSN R = 20 log 10
Max I √ MSE (7)
where MSE is the mean square error, Max I indicates the largest possible pixel value, I is the original frame, I is the decoded frame at the receiver side, and m and n are number of rows and columns respectively. Y-PSNR is applied to all frames of video segments listed in Table 1 by comparing the corresponding frames of the original video segment and retrieved video using one or both descriptions from our proposed coding method. We place 32 frames in each GOP and a diadic hierarchical temporal structure has been used for motion compensated coding. Furthermore, we have imposed the same reference frame for all macro-blocks of a frame for simplicity although H.264 supports utilizing different reference frame for macroblocks of a frame. As the proposed method has both error resilience characteristic through implementing multiple description coding, and scalable video coding, we have considered the following test scenarios.
-Measuring redundancy imposed by error resilience of MDC, -Performance measurement when only the base layer is received, Fig. 5 Retrieved frames using proposed method: Upper-left original frame, upper-right retrieved using both descriptions, lower-left retrieved using first description, lower-right retrieved using second description Figure 5 depicts a frame of the first test video and its corresponding reconstructions using one description, and using both descriptions. The visual inspection of the retrieved frames also indicates that the proposed method provides acceptable results even in presence of transmission error. The redundancy caused by repeating base layer information in both descriptions is partially compensated by organizing the data bits as mentioned in Section 3. To optimize the distortion with respect to the bit rate, the enhancement layer in each description has been entropy coded separately. The optimization is related to the observation that a large number of coefficients after quantization are small integers. Hence, entropy coding encodes the base layer more efficiently after applying the transform. Since the redundancy is arising from the repetition of the base layer in both descriptions, the total performance improves. Meanwhile, this feature provides the flexibility of having scalability at each description.
In our testing scenario, we have considered transmission over a packet loss network. The bitstreams of the two descriptions are separated in packets of maximal size of 1,500 bytes for compatibility with the maximum frame size of Ethernet. For each description, separate packets are created. If the packet is lost, we consider that the corresponding description is not available for reconstructing the block and hence, the block is reconstructed using the other description. In the second scenario we assume that as a result of bandwidth fluctuations, the receiver can receive the data in a description partially. This means that the enhancement layer of the data in a description is dropped. Figure 6 compares the rate distortion of the proposed method when one or two enhancement layers are received within a single description. With only one description received, the video quality is still acceptable with an average PSNR reduction of less than 2 dB. Figure 7 depicts the case when both descriptions are received in down-scaled form. The extreme case of receiving base layer only is computed by considering a duplication in data. Table 2 shows the average bit rates and the related data inflation percentage due to the redundancy added by the proposed method. The higher rate of redundancy in Stefan and City sequences can be related to their higher spatial detail and amount of movements.
A comparison with SNR scalability of H.264 standard has been given in Figure 8 . The video sequence 'City' has been used for comparison in CIF spatial resolution, at a temporal rate of 15 fps, and 16 frames in each GOP. The coarse grain quality scalable mode with three layers has been utilized. The multi-layer structure of H.264 encoder allows it to minimize redundancy which is present in our proposed method which is optimized for a noisy channel. Meanwhile, it should be noted that the results presented in Figure 8 for H.264 standard are obtained from a single description while our proposed method is tested with two descriptions which imposes a redundancy of 34.1% in 'City' video sequence. We have also compared our method with the multiple description transform method (MDTC) method proposed in [18] which compresses the video using SNR scalability, duplicates the base layer so that it appears in both descriptions, and alternates blocks (i.e., GOBs) of the enhancement layer between the two descriptions and hence has a similarity with our proposed method. For comparison we use 'Foreman' QCIF video sequence with 144 Kbps and 7.5 fps. The comparison is for 10% and 20% of frame losses. The results of the comparison are given in Table 3 . Despite having almost similar PSNR performance, it is worth noting that in 144 Kbps the redundancy imposed by our proposed method is 41.2% whereas the redundancy rate is 45% in the method proposed in [18] .
Conclusion
A new method for handling the data loss during the transmission of video streams has been proposed. Our proposed method is based on multiple description coding combined with signal to noise ratio (SNR) scalable video coding and hence it has the capability of being used as a scalable coding method where any data loss or corruption is reflected as reduction in the quality of the video. The multi-layer structure of data in each description provides the feasibility of reducing data rate by scaling down the video whenever the connection suffers from a low bandwidth problem. In order to measure the performance of the proposed coding method, distortion rate imposed by data loss and scaling down for rate efficiency, have been utilized. Except for the case when all descriptions are lost, the video streams do not experience a major quality loss at play back. Utilizing the motion compensated temporal filtering structure of video coding standards, we managed to preserve the compatibility of the proposed method with major standards such as H.264. Our proposed method is based on SNR scalability of video coding standards, however, a reasonable extension of the work is going to be its combination with temporal and spatial scalabilities.
